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SAN JOSE MUSEUM OF ART PRESENTS CONTEMPORARY ART WORKS AS OBJECTS 
OF MEDITATION IN EXPERIMENTAL EXHIBITION 

Your Mind, This Moment: art and the practice of attention  
February 17 – August 27, 2017 

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA (February 16, 2016) – The average museum visitor spends fifteen 
seconds or less in front of a work of art—and spends a good portion of that time reading the 
wall label.  A new exhibition at the San Jose Museum of Art asks what might happen when 
viewers slow down. Your Mind, This Moment: art and the practice of attention, on view February 
17, 2017 – August 27, 2017, exhibition is an experiment that presents contemporary artworks 
as objects of meditation. Drawn from the Museum’s permanent collection, it brings together 
the increasingly popular interest in mindfulness practices with the process of looking at art. It 
will feature works by Anne Appleby, Lesley Dill, Eric Fischl, Chris Fraser, Mineko Grimmer and 
Tam Van Tran, among others.  

Your Mind, This Moment invites visitors to use the museum as a place to take time out from 
their hectic pace of life, for a moment of reflection or meditation.  Bay Area mindfulness 
teachers Patrick Cook-Deegan, Max Erdstein, Anushka Fernandopulle, and Amari Romero-
Thomas have created short audio meditations especially for the exhibition. The gallery will be 
designed with moveable seating and scrims, to create an atypically intimate museum space that 
also allows for solitude and focus. Introductory graphics include excerpts from mediation 
journals contributed by members of the American Leadership Forum—Silicon Valley (a diverse 
regional network of business and civic leaders) in response to a prototype, test version of the 
exhibition.  

Your Mind, This Moment features works from the Museum’s permanent collection including: Tam 
Van Tran’s Most Secret Butterfly (2009), a mixed media work of acrylic, staples, color pencil on 
canvas, and paper; Andrea Ackerman Rose Breathing (2003), a 3-D computer animated rose with 
stereo sound; and Ranu Mukherjee’s Tree of Life (2012), a thanka-like work on cotton and silk.  

RELATED PUBLIC PROGRAMS 



The Museum will offer an array of related programs that explore two tracks:  the neuroscience 
of meditation and introductions to various mindfulness practices. They include:  
 
Thursday, February 16, 2017, 5–8 PM 
Third Thursday: Pecha Kucha Night  
Meditation and mindfulness are topics of extensive academic study and widespread application 
today, from mobile apps to corporate lifestyle programs. Speakers will use the engaging 
presentation style of Pecha Kucha to delve into mindfulness and its benefits.  Admission is $5 
after 5 PM (free to members).  
 
Wednesday, March 1, 2017, 12–1 PM 
Lunchtime Lecture: Art, Creativity, and the Human Mind 
Neuroscientist Kenneth Wesson will discuss art and contemplation and explore how art has the 
power to soothe the mind of both the artist and viewer. Free with Museum admission. 
 
Saturday, May 20, 2016, 10–11:15 AM 
Art 101: Yoga + Meditation 
Kathleen Callan, yoga and meditation instructor as well as a docent in SJMA’s Let’s Look at Art 
program, will lead a gentle vinyasa class. She will incorporate breathing exercises developed to 
complement the artworks in the exhibition. Registration is $30 ($15 for members). Space is 
limited and advance registration is strongly recommended. 
 
Your Mind, This Moment: art and the practice of attention is sponsored by The John S. and James L. 
Knight Foundation, Doris and Alan Burgess, Evelyn and Rick Neely, and an anonymous donor.  

Further details and tickets to Your Mind, This Moment: art and the practice of attention are 
available online at http://sjmusart.org/exhibition/your-mind-moment-art-and-practice-attention. 

SAN JOSE MUSEUM OF ART 

The San Jose Museum of Art celebrates new ideas, stimulates creativity, and inspires connection 
with every visit. Welcoming and thought-provoking, the Museum rejects stuffiness and delights 
visitors with its surprising and playful perspective on the art and artists of our time. SJMA is 
located at 110 South Market Street in downtown San Jose, California. The museum is open 
Tuesday through Sunday, 11 AM to 5 PM and until 8 PM or later on the third Thursday of each 
month. Admission is $10 for adults, $8 for seniors, $6 for students, and $5 for youth ages 7 -
18. Members and children are admitted free. For more information, call 408-271-6840 or visit 
www.SanJoseMuseumofArt.org. 

 


